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Abstract: In this paper, we present the results of an online survey (N = 170) on emotional situations
on the road. In particular, we asked potential early adopters to remember a situation where they felt
either an intense positive or negative emotion while driving. Our research is motivated by imminent
disruptions in the automotive sector due to automated driving and the accompanying switch to selling
driving experiences over horsepower. This creates a need to focus on the driver’s emotion when
designing in-car interfaces. As a result of our research, we present a set of propositions for affective
car interfaces based on real-life experiences. With our work we aim to support the design of affective
car interfaces and give designers a foundation to build upon. We find respondents often connect
positive emotions with enjoying their independence, while negative experiences are associated mostly
with traffic behavior. Participants who experienced negative situations wished for better information
management and a higher degree of automation. Drivers with positive emotions generally wanted
to experience the situation more genuinely, for example, by switching to a “back-to-basic” mode.
We explore these statements and discuss recommendations for the design of affective interfaces in
future cars.
Keywords: affective computing; survey; emotions; HCI, automotive UI

1. Introduction
Driving a current car requires the driver to perform multiple simultaneous activities like
steering, braking and accelerating, and monitoring the road. Drivers also perform many optional
non-driving-related activities, such as handsfree calling, programming the destination, or adjusting
the radio. The number of tasks already suggests that this can be challenging for the driver due to an
increased mental or physical workload.
Consequently, much of the automotive research for manual driving tries to reduce the driver’s
workload and distraction while making the ride enjoyable and even productive at the same time.
A proposed idea based on this is an in-vehicle system which understands the driver state and is able
to model driver behavior [1] and adapt the in-vehicle systems based on the current requirements [2].
The driver state includes all physical and functional characteristics of the driver, such as mental
workload, fatigue, level of distraction, but also emotions [2]. We expect that understanding the drivers’
activities and state will be just as relevant or even more important for the upcoming age of highly
automated driving as it is for manual driving. In particular when handing over control between car
and driver (i.e., switching between different levels of automation [3]), it is essential to have a detailed
understanding of the driver state to appropriately support this handover [4].
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Affective computing in the car, i.e., recognizing and reacting upon the driver’s emotional state,
is a topic of interest: Both negative [5–7] but also exuberantly positive emotional states [8] have been
identified to strongly impact driving performance and to support unsafe driving. This topic has been
identified as an upcoming research area already more than a decade ago [5] but compared to other
areas of emotion-related sciences or HCI, the automotive sector rather neglected this topic in the past.
Most research focuses around detecting emotions and/or reacting upon them. Surprisingly little is
however known about the cause or stimulation of certain emotions while driving.
Since there is a need to understand where emotions come from and what they mean in order
to build meaningful interactions, we carried out this survey of emotional experiences while driving
among 170 drivers from Europe and North America. Jeon and Walker give an overview of relevant
emotions while driving [9] which provided a valuable starting point. We focus on the reasons for
specific emotions and ask the question how a system should be built to cope with this new kind of
information and the resulting “driver-vehicle interaction loop” [10]. Based on these insights, we also
propose user-centered characteristics for future cars that are based on our participants’ statements.
Designers of affective automotive UIs can benefit from these insights as they give guidance towards
desired features. We expect that our findings are not only applicable to one specific level of automation
but can be applied for the whole transition process from manual driving (SAE Level 0, [3]) to full
automation (SAE Level 5).
Respondents are generally looking forward to the age of automation because it allows for a
better use of their time. With the presented design recommedations we show a definite desire for
automation which has recently been doubted in the public discussion [11]. Inspired by related
work [12], we deliberately focus on the needs of a subset of drivers—potential early adopters—which
allows us to make assumptions on what actual future users want, in contrast to a general public opinion.
2. Contribution Statement
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: Based on our online survey
conducted in Europe and North America, we provide insights on (1) contextual triggers of emotions in
the car and (2) on desires of drivers for future automotive HMI and (3) we generalize these findings to
present design recommendations for affective user interfaces in future cars.
3. Related Work
Research on automotive user interfaces has for a long time focussed on how to optimize
user experience and minimize distracting effects for the driver, (e.g., [13,14]). Approaches to this
fundamental need for road safety [15] have been developed along with the technical possibilities in
cars. Today, researchers of automotive human-machine interaction aim for a natural experience with
multimodal input channels [16] and persuasive abilities [17]. Such systems can improve the safety
of traffic participants by observing driving performance and then influence the driving style [18] or
regulate speeding [19] if neccessary. Other systems monitor and react to the driver’s emotional state in
order to keep them safe [20] as driving performance can also be influenced by negative emotions [7].
3.1. Detecting Emotions
Before a system can react to the driver’s emotions, it first needs to be able to recognize them.
One technique is facial action units in video streams [21]. This has already been explored in the
automotive context in 2005, when Hoch et al. combined acoustic and visual input to allow for an
estimation of driver emotions and is still steadily refined [22]. Best results are often achieved with
an approach where the information of different sources is fused, for example, physiological sensors
and audio-visual data, which can outperform human observers [23]. The automotive environment
provides a great proving ground for multi-sensor approaches as users interact within a confined space
and can be observed from all angles [24].
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3.2. Affective Computing
When in-vehicle systems can detect and act upon a driver’s emotions, they enable a relatively
new kind of interaction, incorporating the principles of affective computing [25]. The concept is based
on findings saying that feelings can have an enormous effect on behavior. People are, for instance,
harder to distract when they are in an energetic mood and less likely to engage in mentally demanding
tasks when feeling content [26]. Nass et al. have investigated this aspect in the car by introducing
a voice-based assistant which can adapt to the user’s emotion with its voice [20]. They report fewer
accidents, better attention, and higher willingness to communicate when the system’s voice mirrored
the driver’s emotion.
Data from emotion recognition systems can also be used to describe the quality of interpersonal
engagement [27] or it can be combined with location-based services to detect anomalies [28]. The need
for understanding the context of emotions stems from the fact neither environment nor user behavior
alone can give a system a clear view of what is happening [29], yet emotions have big effects on driving
safety [30]. Our survey provides more insights on the causes of emotional situations on the road so we
can understand and handle them accordingly.
3.3. Interaction With Autonomous Vehicles
Much research has been done on understanding drivers’ needs regarding autonomous driving and
potential ideas for interaction. While self-driving cars may revolutionize mobility, they can also trigger
a perceived loss of control and eventually lead to less fun while driving [31]. Interaction designers also
need to address challenges concerning a degradation of mode- [32] and situational awareness [33] and
in-vehicle systems need to communicate to the driver how such cars make decisions [34].
Key focus areas for researchers in automated driving have been identified in the fields of privacy,
automation, trust, and the transformation of cars into a place for mobile work and play [35,36]. This also
includes research on how automated vehicles will change our lifestyle [37]. Previous work has tackled
these issues, for example, by featuring system uncertainty in the user interface of autonomous cars to
manage trust levels [38] or by involving the passive driver through gamification [39]. The change in
spatial allocation within the car introduces new activities for its occupants [40] and will likely shift the
focus of research in HCI towards interaction between passengers [41,42] and require a universal design
language to support usability and accessibility for a broad range of users [43]. Here, new opportunities
will arise for different user groups, e.g., increasing mobility for elderly passengers and people with
special needs [44,45]. Other approaches make use of the connectedness of cars to design social
experiences, like direct communication to nearby friends [46], or an inter-vehicle feedback system
which allows drivers to give and receive ratings of their conduct [47]. Finally, this connection between
vehicles is also a basic prerequisite for any coexistence of manually and autonomously driven vehicles
on the same roads [48].
3.4. Driver Models
To provide the car with the required user data, we need a model containing the current driver
state [49]. Driver models can take into account physiological data [50], awareness indicators like glance
behavior [51], or emotional cues [52]. These models vary heavily, depending on their purpose and can
also contain other features.
In the application area of automotive user interfaces, we design proactive safety features
supporting the driver when non-normative driver states are detected [53]. These states can also
depend on the vehicle’s surroundings, so a connection to the environment model, which builds the
foundation for autonomous driving [54], could provide us with valuable context information. To our
knowledge, there is no previous work yet on a connection of driver model and environment model.
However, feedback to this survey suggests that the surroundings can have an effect on the driver’s
emotional state.
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4. Online Survey
With our survey we identify triggers of emotional experiences on the road today and what they
mean for the requirements on future automotive interaction. Participants were assigned to one of two
emotion groups (positive/negative), so that a balance of equal narratives of positive and negative
situations would be achieved. The survey was available in German and English language. (The survey
text can be downloaded at http://drivingstudy.de/emotionsurvey.pdf).
4.1. Design and Method
When we investigate emotions we have to take into account that there are many different societal
norms of expressing affect which can influence the information a person is willing to disclose in their
narrative [55]. As we focus on private events, we also need to understand that people tend to feel
less stressed when they talk about personal experiences in a setting which allows for privacy [56].
Providing anonymity to study participants furthermore improves the quality of answers and prevents
social desirability biases [57].
With respect to these observations, we designed an online questionnaire which ensures
anonymity and gives respondents leeway to reflect on their personal experiences without being
biased (e.g., through examples). The study design was inspired by previous online survey approaches
by Eiband et al. [58] and Simmons and Hoon [59] and the survey was tested in small groups and revised
several times before going live. Experiences from our first iterations showed that it took participants
too long to report both a positive and a negative experience. Thus, we decided to ask each participant
only about either a positive or a negative experience. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
these groups, while ensuring that the overall number of people in each group is equal. The survey
comprised a short disclaimer followed by 4 sections. In the first part, we provided multiple choices,
the remaining questions were free text entry which allowed for extensive storytelling.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Demographic data such as age, region, and estimated annual mileage.
Recollection of a freely chosen emotional experience in the car, which the participant had
experienced in the past as a driver while manually driving a car. Depending on the randomly
assigned group, this emotion was either positive or negative.
Detailed questions on the situation, for instance place, circumstances, involved parties.
Questions on behavior: how could involved people or an intelligent future vehicle have behaved
to improve the situation?

Thus, we first asked about prior positive or negative emotional experiences and how a future
vehicle could actively influence and improve the situation. For the design of the future vehicle,
we deliberately decided not to ask the participants to imagine a specific level of driving automation.
We asked the participants to imagine a modern vehicle which can actively respond to the needs of
the driver. This vehicle will e.g., perceive the outside world and converse with the driver. The focus
on distinct levels of automation was intentionally avoided to not bias participants into thinking of
autonomous vehicles only, as many user interface approaches are viable in all levels of automation.
4.2. Participants
We published the survey on university mailing lists and car-related online forums, targeting
academics and car enthusiasts as potential early adopters within the key demographics of premium
car manufacturers. The title was held general by stating we want to hear about experiences on the road
and participants were given an incentive of joining a lottery for three $20 gift certificates. 292 people
visited the landing page of our survey and 170 participants completed the survey. 22 sets of answers
were discarded because the respondents could not (a) remember a suitable experience or (b) because
the raters found the input to be inappropriate (provocative/off-topic/implausible). This left us with
73 respondents for the negative, and 75 for the positive questionnaire.
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Respondents were recruited from Europe (60%) and North America (40%), 33% of them
were female and 67% male, aged 16 to 70. The mean age of respondents was 26.9 (SD = 9.1).
Driving experience was balanced among participants with 25% reporting an annual mileage of less
than 5000 km, 23% between 5000 km and 10,000 km, 30% between 10,000 km and 20,000 km, and 22%
were frequent drivers with more than 20,000 km. All data was retrieved and stored anonymously.
Contact information for the lottery was instantly separated from the answers and deleted once the
winners were announced.
4.3. Limitations
Self-reporting questionnaires are widely used to get a better understanding of users [60]
but they provide potential for inaccuracies due to recall bias, imprecise phrasing, or inaccurate
self-perception [61,62]. We take measures to prevent such influences by asking generalized questions
that went through multiple iterations before we published the survey and by applying filters and
hand-selection to eradicate invalid data.
We recruited our respondents through online mailing lists and car forums. For the selection of
these distribution channels, we tried to target car enthusiasts and people who prefer high-end vehicles.
While this sample may not represent a general population, it fits quite well with the target group of
high-end car manufacturers. We also have to accept a certain bias through self-selection because of the
online recruiting approach.
Compared to in situ interviews, surveys have one limitation that they are asynchronous with
regard to the event under investigation. However, as the emotional experiences we aim to investigate
do not happen very frequently and as we focus on real-world experiences (i.e., not on artificial
lab situations), it is impossible to collect such findings through a lab or real-world driving study.
As a consequence, findings from our study are mostly qualitative and descriptive. Furthermore,
study settings without experimental manipulation are often prone to confounding factors influencing
the findings. In this case this is intentional as we aim to find out about contextual reasons for emotions
on the road which can be seen as uncontrolled variables. With the goal of implementing emotion-aware
systems in the car, this is a major first step to understand emotional experiences in the car. Obviously,
future research is required to understand how people react in such situations as those which we
identified in our survey. As all descriptive research, we have to accept that the findings we present
are hardly repeatable and that they are the product of interpretation. We acknowledge the problem of
researcher bias which we addressed with a multi-rater setup in order to prevent subjective emphasizing
of certain ideas.
5. Inductive Coding and Inter-Rater Agreement
We clustered all answers into categories with two specific questions in mind: (1) Where do emotions
come from while driving? (2) How can future in-vehicle systems improve the driving experience? Following the
methodology of thematic analysis [63], this resulted in a classification system consisting of 6 categories
and 47 subcategories from the 148 valid sets of answers. The classification was continually adjusted
while processing the participants’ responses. With the final codebook, two raters grouped a random
sample of 10% of the datasets into the given classifications and discussed their performance to improve
common understanding.
Answers of both raters were transferred into a 2-column table with binary values for every
response and subcategory. An inter-rater agreement was calculated with Cohen’s κ [64] because
we have nominal data and two raters [65]. This procedure was adopted from the coding analysis of
previous survey papers [58,59]. The analysis shows a substantial strength of agreement of κ = 0.751 [66]
which was used to generalize to the full sample [67]. The remaining answers were then coded half
each by the two raters.
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6. Results
The answers given by the respondents generally varied in length and detail. Negative stories
were not only longer but often also more emotional. The aforementioned method of thematic analysis
prepared the qualitative feedback for factor analysis, allowing us to determine correlations among
observed events and involved parties in context and their effects on emotions. 13 items showed
reasonable factorability, determined by a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy of 0.74
(values above 0.6 are recommended [68]) and significant results (χ2 (78) = 540.25, p < 0.0001) in
Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Results of the factor analysis are mentioned where applicable.
6.1. Triggers of Emotional Situations while Driving
Participants remember positive situations in connection with a “feeling of being free” (P134) and
“good music” (P148), for example, “Driving on an empty highway at night, with loud music blasting
from the speakers, open windows letting the cold night air in and just feeling completely free.” (P132).
This recurring pattern was also expressed by P140 who said “I put on really loud music and sang
along. Because it was so late, the roads were very empty. I felt very relieved and relaxed.”—and by
P89: “I felt free, enjoyed being alone, and enjoyed the fact that I just do not have to do anything other
than drive a car and listen to music while doing some racing.”
Empty roads are often connected with a tendency to “drive spiritedly” (P152, P144). Some drivers
explicitly say they enjoyed “the sound of cars” (P144) or their “roaring exhaust” (P136) while doing so.
Overall, 20 respondents identified the ride itself as reason for positive emotions (Figure 1).
What context enabled emotional experiences?—258 answers
Accident
10

0
Near Accident

18

0
Traffic

27

6
Driving Quality Others

45

1
Surroundings & Nature

4

28
Joyride / Speed

1

20
Music & Media

1

20
Personal Interaction

5

15
Car Capabilities

7

13
Private Event

7

11
Driving Quality Self

7

7
Anticipation

1
125

5
Negative

Positive

133

Figure 1. Negative experiences (red) were mostly triggered by traffic-related incidents, while
positive situations (blue) are connected with nice surroundings, music, enjoyment of the ride and
personal interaction.

In contrast to blissful joyrides, most stories which start with reports of traffic violations end in
real anger. 45 respondents described the driving quality of others as a reason for negative emotions,
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followed by traffic and (near) accidents (Figure 1). Negative situations seem to happen more often on
highways, but also on any other road with potentially high car volume. When we filter for involved
parties, other traffic participants score highest for negative situations (Figure 2) and the most negatively
influencing behavior are traffic violations (Figure 3). Factor analysis shows one component with
corresponding factor loadings for traffic violations (0.827) and the wish for better driving of others
(0.803) with a high correlation (0.743).
Who else was involved in the Situation? – 154 answers
Animals
2

1
Other Traffic Participants
6

47
Nobody Else
9

27
Friends & Colleagues

7

23
Family

14
79

18
Negative

Positive

75

Figure 2. The influence of other traffic participants tends to spark negative experiences, whereas friends
as passengers are mostly recollected in positive situations.
How did others behave to enable the Situation? – 97 answers
Traffic Violation
33

0
Passenger Mood

8

20
Conversation

5

12
Affirmation

1

10
Assistance & Information

3
50

5
Negative

Positive

47

Figure 3. Positive mood and conversations inside the car are connected to positive emotions, as well
as affirmation of the driver’s behavior. Traffic violations on the other hand are directly related to
disgruntlement.

However, negative experiences cannot only be induced during the ride: drivers also reported that
their previous emotional state had an impact on the situation. Prominent examples are overwhelming
sadness (P37, P57) and anxiety as a result of previous negative driving experiences (P15, P45).
Rides with family members are also reported to have an effect on the emotional state with a moderate
correlation of family members (0.588) and their mood (0.573) influencing the driver (0.444).
6.2. Users’ Suggestions for Affective Interfaces
After narrating their emotional experience, respondents had the chance to reflect on what involved
parties could have done to improve the situation and how an intelligent vehicle or an in-car assistant
should have behaved (Figure 4).
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Supposed improvements for an intelligent car assistant – 149 answers
Hardware Changes
3

1
Communication to Other Cars

10

2
Self Driving
14

26
Warning & Information
31

13
Media Functions

61

14
Be Quiet

1

7
Back to Basics

1

7
Positive Reinforcement
5

3
Comfort Functions
0

2
Ambient Lighting

1
82

2
Negative

Positive

67

Figure 4. Drivers in negative situations had many ideas for improvement, such as inter-vehicle
communication, autonomous driving, improved information management and various media
functionalities. Drivers in positive situations provided less input but with similar content, except for
the wish that a system should be quiet in nice moments and offer a ‘back-to-basic’ option for electronic
assistance settings.

Drivers in negative situations generally wished for better driving and a more considerate,
respectful attitude. Positive situations did obviously not create much input on how to improve the
situation, yet drivers expressed an affinity towards personal interaction. We found one component
with corresponding factor loadings for positive emotions (0.671) and the “be quiet” system approach
(0.666) with a weak correlation of 0.175.
Many drivers envision future cars to adapt the music according to their feelings, for example,
by “automatic mood music starting to play” (P129), by choosing “the perfect next song” (P107), or by
adjusting the volume and bass when the music fits the moment (P105). Others wish for a photo
function, so they can “re-enjoy the scenery” after the ride (P117).
More safety-relevant features like fatigue detection (P157) or a navigator which calms down
the driver in case of a detour (P23) were also mentioned. An approach to comfort the driver has
been asked for several times, e.g., by P54: “First the vehicle has to calm me down because once
someone loses their nerves they become more susceptible to make mistakes. This can be done with
music, light, or the vehicle speaking back to me. Second the vehicle should help me get out of the
situation itself and make sure I got back to the correct mood.”—another respondent wants the system
to “recognize the negative emotions and ask the driver to stop, I do not think he should be deprived
of control, maybe only on request” (P37). Of course the system could also monitor other passengers’
emotional states, e.g., kids on the backseat or the nervous occupant in the passenger seat—and adapt
its capabilities accordingly. P165 envisioned an autonomous vehicle which can detect their mother and
“replicate my mother’s driving style rather than my own to make her feel more comfortable in the car”.
Many respondents equated future cars with self-driving cars, from which they expect the ability
to avoid dangerous situations, even if caused by the driver (e.g., P4, P12, P49, P57, P62, P66, P74).
P4 said an interface for autonomous vehicles should in case of an incident “rationally analyze and
explain the situation” to calm down the passengers. P62 predicted that in the future “a system can
see one car moving much faster than the flow and force a gentle slowdown” to ensure road safety.
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This notion of imposed compliance to traffic rules has also been suggested by many respondents: P121
wrote “the situation as a whole would be better if vehicles prevented/discouraged breaking rules”
and P71 stated that “ideally, a fully smart car would just have made the stop and checked for traffic on
its own without relying on the driver to actually comply”.
Users want to use self-driving cars to make better use of their time. Interfaces can support them
by e.g., tinting the windows so they “could not see anything at all [of the outsides] and could focus
entirely on people or work” (P30), or by allowing them to rest while “the vehicle could stop and start
by itself in traffic” (P65). Others want the car to take over so they can party with their friends (P91).
If we remember the many cases of positive situations involving joyrides, we can see the point
of system functionalities designed to enable these experiences. P81 suggests “a future system would
have been able to recognize that positive emotions had arisen through challenging driving passages
and could have proposed similar/more challenging routes on its own”. Other drivers wish for a
system which can warn them of close-by traffic so they can safely speed when the streets are empty
and slow down when it is unsafe to do so (e.g., P151, P158). The functionality to “plan routes and
stops according to scenic views” (P131) has also been asked for multiple times.
A group of respondents in favor of joyful driving (P135, P136, P139, P142, P143, P145, P147,
P148, P155) share the opinion that a modern interface “would ruin this particular experience [of a
joyride]” (P152) and that modern cars “are inherently less exciting as they take away some of the
control from the driver” (P147). They wish for a “back-to-basics mode” (P135) which allows for
“a manual override so that [they are] actually driving” (P142) and turns down all interactions to let
“the passengers just enjoy it, at least for a while” (P148).
Another impulse comes from two respondents who felt positively reinforced after receiving
a thank you gesture from another driver (P101, P124): they proposed a feature to “convey nice
thoughts to other drivers” (P101), which could be achieved through external signals or direct
communication. This could also be used to detect an inevitable collision and warn the passengers
(P17). Inter-vehicle communication has been mentioned comparably often by drivers who already use
additional information channels, e.g., info by co-driver / radio (correlation of 0.257). They suggest
autonomous vehicles should communicate with each other to optimize the flow of traffic (P67) and
with drivers of non-automated cars to clarify their intentions (P60). Drivers could use this channel
in unclear situations to “ask for permission, which you cannot do with the blinking lights” (P53).
Some also favored that drivers who violate traffic rules could be criticized through such a connection
between cars (P43, P46, P29, P21).
7. Design Recommendations for Future Automotive User Interfaces
Based on the statements of 148 drivers, we identified a set of propositions for designers of future
automotive interfaces with a focus on affective features and needs arising through the automation
of the driving task. These 7 design recommendations are the main themes which emerged from a
thematic analysis. Direct quotations are used to provide a means of member checking for the user
sample [63].
Drivers Want the Interface to Respond Empathically and Focus On Their Well-Being Over 50%
of the participants supposed affective functionalities, such as adaptive music (e.g., playlist, volume,
equalizer), empathic voice interaction, encouragement in difficult situations, or ambient lighting.
The system could also help by monitoring the kids on the backseat or by adapting the driving style if
sensitivity or motion sickness are detected in passengers (e.g., P145).
Drivers Want the Navigation to Take Into Account the Emotional Aspects of the Route Respondents
suggest that routes are chosen according to the expected effects on the driver and passengers [69].
When they are in an adventurous mood a challenging backcountry road would be better than when
they want to arrive at their destination quickly (e.g., P81, P138). Drivers on a joyride would prefer
empty roads, families on a Sunday trip would enjoy scenic mountain routes with picnic stops, and so
forth (e.g., P112, P132).
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Drivers Sometimes Want to Hand Over Responsibility Some respondents (40) state that they
would like to switch to autonomous driving in certain situations, e.g., in bad traffic or when they
want to have some private time. This also shows in the correlation of negative emotions and traffic
violations (see Figure 3).
Drivers Want to Take Back Control for Fun Drivers occasionally want to turn off automation
and even safety features to experience the pleasure of driving. Several users (e.g., P136, P144,
P152) independently suggested a driving mode with very limited electronic support functionalities,
which allows them to enjoy the ride more roughly in certain situations.
Drivers Want to Spend Their Time More Efficiently When not driving manually, future cars
should enable their passengers to be undisturbed while enjoying music, working, or relaxing.
Users want to focus on interacting with other passengers or even party inside the vehicle. The car
could also save them time by running errands on its own (e.g., P30, P81, P142, P143).
Drivers Want Inter-Vehicle Communication Communication between vehicles is expected in
modern traffic scenarios. Connected cars can so communicate with each other and with infrastructure
to optimize the ride. Seemingly users also want to use this channel to thank other drivers (P101,
P124), communicate intentions or ask for permission (P60, P53), or to quickly distribute safety-relevant
information (P17, P67).
Drivers Want the Car to Make Driving More Safe Future cars should be able to intervene when
the driver is about to cause an accident (e.g., P2, P7, P28, P34) but also take into account the driver’s
experience (P64). Such a system could address past mistakes and teach the driver how to avoid them
in the future (P21, P29, P43, P46). For this functionality we need a long-time driver model to manage
the driver’s preferences and abilities.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
The first part of our results describes actual experiences of drivers and the circumstances that
led to an emotional situation. We learn, for example, that highways show a higher occurrence
of negative emotions than other streets. We can take this statement as inspiration to build route
recommendations based on the passengers’ emotional states [69]. Other testimonies about the situation
itself can synchronously be applied in automotive research (e.g., to define use cases for autonomous
driving or in-vehicle assistants).
From discussions within the community, we know that context is seen as a promising first
pointer for an estimation of driver emotions [70]. Previous work on driving contexts employed similar
qualitative methods as we do, however only looked at very specific states like angry driving [71] or
the effects of emotions on driving performance [7,72]. We fill this gap with a wider catchment area of
generally positive and negative emotions. This new knowledge can be used for practical applications
which analyze context data to inform the driver state. First approaches for the sensory realization of
such systems have been presented recently [73,74], a production system would however require the
deployment of those sensors in a fleet of vehicles to collect sufficient data and the according ground
truths necessary for adequate machine learning algorithms.
The second part consists of an approach of ideation, contributing general research directions for
HCI researchers focussing on future HMI concepts. The reported statements are only a manageable
excerpt to give a glimpse on the received feedback. Participants describe systems taking care of the
passengers’ well-being, which could also be applied on school buses to check on our kids. They also
remind us to think about the subjects’s feelings about being monitored. Will autonomous cars which
adapt their driving style to the passengers’ preferences be accepted by other traffic participants, or other
passengers? We also found ideas within the drivers’ responses which have already been evaluated
before, like an inter-vehicle feedback system [75]. These concepts could gain new momentum as we
show users actively propose them. A next step could be the assessment of those prototypes with
respect to user expectations, acceptance, and reactance [76,77].
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Another direction of research we want to provoke are feasibility studies on how to actually
incorporate required technologies into the car. Affective interfaces depend on robust emotion detection,
artificial intelligence, and are influenced by data protection legislation. This can be implemented with
cameras, physiological sensors, or connected consumer devices such as smart watches and phones.
Autonomous driving needs vast amounts of input data, high computing capacities, and is already
heavily regulated. How can we make these visions reality while concurrently combining societal goals
like the eradication of fatal traffic accidents [78] with the wish to drive manually for fun? We are excited
to see the future development of research on affective systems and hope to provide a groundwork for
designers with the identified ideas for future automotive UIs.
Such a paradigm shift has happened before in the field of mobile phones where some of the
established assumptions on user needs (e.g., need for long battery life) made way for newer needs and
in doing so rendered established (and less flexible) manufacturers insignificant [79].
We present a set of seven design recommendations for future in-car user interfaces which we
hope to be adapted by designers as groundwork in order to create the future of automotive HMI.
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